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E
very time I see a new underpass, I get a
bit emotional. An underpass does not
win elections. Why do politicians do

these little good things? Why do bureaucrats
do their jobs? The loudest Indian lament is
that the government is lousy at its job; but
the greatest mystery is why some good
things happen in India in the first place. 

You may say an underpass generates illicit
cash down a whole chain of practical men. I
am a big admirer of self-interest as the most
influential force of good, but still I don’t
think greed is a complete theory that fully
explains the origins of good deeds. Maybe,
like many other things in India, nobody fully
knows why they do what they do, even when
it is good. The mystery lingers not only in
small things, like underpasses, but also in
some major policies. The country’s new edu-
cation policy, for instance. 

National guidelines, for the first time in
over three decades, to transform how Indi-
ans learn has such a long arc and its impact
so widespread, that it does not affect the

Pillsbury put it, “the greatest outpouring 
of American scientific and technological 
expertise in history”. The next year, the 
US granted China most-favoured-nation 
status as a trading partner. Wrote Pills-
bury in 2015: “There is no available 
accounting of all the activities funded by 
the US government to aid China. Not 
only is America funding its chief oppo-
nent, it doesn’t even keep track of how 
much is being spent to do it.”

In the 1980s, the Ronald Reagan 
administration funded and trained new 
Chinese state-run institutes specializ-
ing in high-tech areas, from genetic 
engineering to intelligent robotics. US 
companies began investing in China, 
agreeing (or being coerced) to transfer 
often-proprietary technology to 
Chinese firms. Wall Street bankers 
grew mega-rich while raising billions of 
dollars for Chinese companies, many of 
them dubious, with very few following 
transparent accounting norms.

Americans paid no attention to the 
fact that Chinese textbooks continued 
to portray the US as a hegemon that, for 
more than 150 years, had tried to stifle 
China’s rise. Or that the Chinese 
National Museum in Beijing, where the 
CCP tells its version of Chinese history, 
consistently shows America as an evil 
power. The list of anti-China US presi-
dents showcased range from Abraham 
Lincoln (who surely didn’t have much 
time to think about China) to—incredi-
bly—Nixon. The US ignored Document 
9, a 2013 CCP position paper that stated 
that the belief that “freedom, democ-
racy and human rights are universal” is 
an attack on the foundations of the CCP, 
and “promoting Western constitutional 
democracy” is an “attempt to under-
mine… the socialism-with-Chinese-
characteristics system of governance”.

Soon after the terror attacks of 9 Sep-
tember 2001, The Telegraph of London 
reported that “the Chinese state-run 
propaganda machine is… producing 
books, films and video games glorifying 
the strikes as a humbling blow against 
an arrogant nation”. The State-owned 

Beijing Television produced a documen-
tary, Attack America, in which, over the 
video of the jets crashing into the World 
Trade Centre, the narrator says: “This 
is the America the whole world has 
wanted to see. Blood debts have been 
repaid with blood.” Yet, a mere three 
months after 9/11, China achieved its 
dream of admission to the World Trade 
Organization (WTO), principally due to 
strong US support. Since then, it has 
repeatedly flouted WTO rules.

The People’s Liberation Army’s 
(PLA’s) cyber warfare division, Unit 
6139, has been found to be hacking into 
vital US computer systems for years, 
from its department of defence to 
Google and AT&T, and stealing data 
and technology. The J-20, the PLA’s 
answer to the American stealth fighter 
jet F-35, may have been developed with 
F-35 designs stolen from the US. But 
when Chinese President Xi Jinping 
visited the US in 2015, Barack Obama 
agreed to Chinese demands not to raise 
the issues of intellectual property theft 
and the PLA’s cyber attacks. 

Last month, Christopher Wray, 
director of the Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation, described Chinese stealing of 
scientific research from US industry 
and academia as “theft on a scale so 
massive that it represents one of the 
largest transfers of wealth in human 
history”. In one case, Chinese scientist 
Hongjin Tan alone was found to have 
stolen over $1 billion worth of trade 
secrets from his employer, a petroleum 
company, before getting caught.

But none of this is a great revelation
to any China watcher. These facts have 
been known for years, if not decades. 
The only mystery is why the US govern-
ment took so long to wake up. As Pom-
peo put it, “Perhaps we were naive 
about China’s virulent strain of commu-
nism, or triumphalist after our victory 
in the Cold War, or cravenly capitalist, 
or hoodwinked by Beijing’s talk of a 
‘peaceful rise’.” Whatever the reason, it 
is good news for the world that America 
is finally facing the truth about Beijing. 

O
n 23 July, US secretary of state
Mike Pompeo delivered a
speech that is the clearest

admission ever by a top US official that 
his country’s leadership had followed a 
wrong China strategy for half a century. 
And to say this, Pompeo chose the 
Richard Nixon Presidential Library and 
Museum as a venue. President Nixon 
began the current US-China relation-
ship in 1971, after 22 years of hostility.

Pompeo said that US policymakers 
had presumed for decades “that as 
China became more prosperous, it 
would open up, it would become freer 
at home, and indeed present less of a 
threat abroad”. They had been totally 
mistaken. “And if we don’t act now,” 
said Pompeo, “ultimately the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) will…subvert 
the rules-based order that our societies 
have worked so hard to build. If we bend 
the knee now, our children’s children 
may be at the mercy of the CCP, whose 
actions are the primary challenge today 
in the free world.” 

Secretary of state Henry Kissinger 
visited China in 1971, and soon after, the 
US began providing financial and mili-
tary assistance. In the late 1970s, Deng 
Xiaoping realized that to prosper, China 
needed to obtain knowledge and skills 
from the US, the key being technology. 
In 1979, Deng and President Jimmy 
Carter signed agreements that led to the 
US providing China, as analyst Michael 

The US is belatedly facing up to 
the ugly truth about shifty China 
Secretary of state Pompeo admits that America’s had a misguided China strategy for half a century
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E
ver since Thomas Paine’s 1776 Com-
mon Sense effaced America’s eternal
allegiance to a single man, one with a
crown playing halo, the US has held
the idea of a monopoly in govern-
ance to be the antithesis of liberty. It

has fought for this cause even overseas, at least 
on paper, as it did against Soviet autocracy in 
the Cold War. It has long viewed oligarchs as 
villains. Today, even as the US economy suffers 
its worst quarterly crash on record, with a third 
of last April-June’s output wiped out by covid 
spasms in the second quarter of 2020, US law-
makers are mulling intervention against a 
brisk accumulation of wealth and clout by its 
Big Tech companies. Last week, a panel of 
legislators asked the chiefs of Facebook, Ama-
zon, Apple and Alphabet, Google’s parent, to 
respond to charges of their being “gatekeep-
ers” to the digital economy. This was hours 
before the four reported robust earnings amid 
all the gloom. Given Facebook’s social media 
heft, the spotlight was on its boss Mark Zucker-
berg, a veteran of such hearings. He was grilled 
last year over Libra, his e-currency project, and 
hauled up over a “data leak” in 2018. This time, 
he seemed to acquit his company rather easily, 
though only under US anti-monopoly rules of 
the industrial era. If these get updated to the 
information age, as they should, Facebook 
could be back in the dock.

In defence of his social media empire, Zuck-
erberg resorted to an old trope, arguing that it 
did not dominate usage markets, nor did it 
overcharge users. In the US, he said, Facebook 
got less than a tenth of every advertising dollar, 
had a rival in Apple’s iMessage that carried 
more messages, and had turned WhatsApp into 

a free chat service after acquiring it in 2014. An 
internal 2012 email that spoke of a need to 
“neutralize” Instagram, which he bought soon 
after, was dismissed as benign. Also, he argued, 
technology was not a field given to dominance: 
“History shows that if we don’t keep innovat-
ing, someone will replace every company here 
today.” The innovative part of the deposition 
was his attempt to present Facebook as a cham-
pion of America’s tech war with China. The 
fastest-growing app in the US was TikTok, he 
said, and of the globe’s top 10 tech firms, many 
were now Chinese. So there was no guarantee 
that the web would stay free and open, or that 
US values would win. 

Dominance of the internet, however, is best
judged neither by market share nor usage 
charges, but by the authority that apps wield 
over users. While Apple and Alphabet may 
have control of our interface with mobile 
phones, Facebook’s platforms have an edge in 
keeping our eyeballs riveted. Thanks to our 
need for common space and its network 
effects, WhatsApp has grown into an essential 
utility with captive users. It can pitch us any-
thing, be it a payment tool or an e-currency. 
Moreover, our attention is not all it has, but 
also vast volumes of our personal data, a highly 
valuable resource that could be abused even 
for politics, as the Cambridge Analytica scandal 
showed. It may be true that any move to hobble 
it could work to China’s advantage. Yet, on the 
evidence so far, Facebook can hardly project 
itself as an online warrior for a free world. All 
in all, if a monopoly in the arena of politics is a 
threat to liberty, so too in the domain of busi-
ness. Will the US uphold or let this principle 
down? The stakes seem high for everyone.

The monopoly power 
that Facebook wields

Mark Zuckerberg’s defence against charges of dominance may have held good under old 

norms of competition, but was flimsy in the context of how power is exercised in this era
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The world knows them
as “weapons of mass

destruction”. So should
India toy with them?

This question has
rightfully plagued India’s
regulators. The Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) in 2007
brought out guidelines for
credit-default swaps (CDS),
the derivatives that sank
AIG. But with the crisis in
full swing, it postponed
introduction.

The central bank faced
ample criticism then for
that decision, labelled as it
is as a conservative
institution obstructing
modern finance.

But we think RBI did the
right thing then. The
instrument, which insures
a bond against default,
needed more study. And
RBI has done the right
thing in bringing it back: It
put forth fresh draft
guidelines on Wednesday,
now that it’s better aware
of the risks.

For all the flak it gets,
RBI has consistently
approached financial
sector reform with caution.
CDS can indeed help make
India’s credit markets more
robust. But they should be
handled with care.

QUI CK EDI T

Weapon
safety
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HasGSTbeen
derailedagain?

BY L I Z M ATHEW &

SANJIV SHANK ARAN

·························
NEW DELHI

T
he roll-out of the goods
and services tax (GST)
seems headed for another

delay as state governments said
on Wednesday that the constitu-
tional changes recommended by
the finance ministry to facilitate
the introduction of the levy were
lopsided and unfair to states.

“It’s not going to be intro-
duced by April and it looks like
we’ll continue with VAT (value-
added tax) even in 2011-12,”
T.M. Thomas Isaac, Kerala’s fi-
nance minister (FM), said after
Wednesday’s meeting of the em-
powered panel of state FMs.

Even as state FMs held forth
against the proposed constitu-
tional amendments in a closed-
door meeting, Union finance
minister Pranab Mukherjee
sought to link the introduction
of GST with reining in inflation
and urged all political parties to
back the levy’s introduction.

“The empowered committee
of state finance ministers, they
are meeting,” he said in Parlia-
ment. “If we can do that (intro-
duce GST), not only petroleum
products, but also the entire
range of products can be cov-
ered will be under (the new tax)
mechanism and it will be a win-
win game. Time is running out.”

Former finance minister P.
Chidambaram had originally set
1 April this year as the deadline
to roll out GST, but the Centre
and the states could not agree on
the architecture. In the last Un-
ion budget, Mukherjee reset the
deadline to 1 April next year.

GST is India’s most ambitious
indirect tax reform, aiming to
stitch together a common mar-
ket, which is expected to trans-
late into lower prices and even-
tually higher revenue for all gov-
ernments.

To meet the April deadline,
Mukherjee, in July, watered
down his ministry’s desire to roll
out a simple GST architecture
that would eliminate the discre-
tionary power exercised by gov-
ernments. His formula envisages
two separate rates for goods and
another rate for services in the
first year (2011-12). Over the
next two years, depending on tax
collections, the tax rates will be
both lowered and compressed to
one: 16%. Many states have op-
posed the idea of uniform rates
for all commodities.

Mukherjee also circulated
among state representatives a

draft of the constitutional
amendments needed to intro-
duce GST. The draft was op-
posed by several states, includ-
ing those run by the Congress.

According to Asim Dasgupta ,
West Bengal’s FM, the states
have agreed to GST “in princi-
ple”, but oppose the infringe-
ment of their autonomy.

The primary complaint of the
states was against the clause that
provides the Union finance min-
ister veto power over all key as-
pects, including rates, thereby
setting the stage for tough nego-
tiations with states that are un-
willing to let go of all autonomy
over taxation.

“The special power conferred
on the Union finance minister to
virtually veto any majority deci-
sion of the council gives a one-
sided preferential treatment to
the Union government, which is
neither fair nor equitable,” said
K. Anbazhagan, Tamil Nadu’s
FM. Anbazhagan’s Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam is a part of
the United Progressive Alliance
government at the Centre.

Gujarat, a Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP)-ruled state, has all
along been supportive of the
idea of GST. On Wednesday,
state FM Saurabh Patel signalled
a possible delay in the process.
“It’ll take at least a few months
to finalize the views of the states
on the proposed constitutional
amendments,” he said.

Bahujan Samaj Party-ruled
Uttar Pradesh, which has sup-
ported GST so far, also ex-

pressed its reservations.
Some participants indicated

that GST could become hostage
to the rivalry between the Con-
gress and the BJP.

Tax experts say the situation
can be turned around.

“There is certainly some de-
gree of despondency on part of
the Centre on whether it (the
constitutional amendment) can
be salvaged,” said Satya Poddar,
partner at audit and consulting
firm Ernst and Young. “It can be
salvaged by allowing it some ad-
equate flexibility on both Central
veto and empowerment of states
to levy some additional taxes.”

GST’s constitutional amend-
ments need the support of two-
thirds of the members present
and voting in both Houses of
Parliament. In addition, legisla-
tive assemblies of at least half
the states need to approve the
amendment.

The resistance to the draft
amendment has undermined
Mukherjee’s attempt to bridge
the trust deficit between the
Centre and the states, which had
surfaced in the last fiscal over
compensation to states after re-
duction of Central sales tax.

According to Isaac, the states
will meet Mukherjee in a fort-
night to discuss theconstitution-
al amendments.

Dasgupta continued to be up-
beat about the outcome. The
states trust Mukherjee and they
can “do a very quick job” to
solve the problems, he said.

liz.m@livemint.com

States opposedraft
constitutional
amendments;finance
minister Mukherjee
saystime running out

Govt restores
$25,000 floor
payforforeign
ITemployees
B Y SAHIL M AK KAR

sahil.m@livemint.com
·························
NEW DELHI

The government revised its
policy on the employment of

overseas nationals for the third
time in five months, reinstating
a minimum salary, but only for
those hired by information tech-
nology (IT) firms.

According to the clarification
issued by the home ministry to
all stakeholders, including the
ministries of foreign affairs, la-
bour and IT, the $25,000
(Rs11.55 lakh) minimum annual
wage floor has been reinstated
for those working in IT and IT-
enabled services (ITeS).

“Foreigners can apply for jobs
in the IT sector provided Indian
firms pay each of them a mini-
mum annual salary of $25,000,”
a senior home ministry official
told Mint . “ There is no salary
cap for any other sector like
power and steel. We would grant
visa in other sectors as per the
guidelines issued by the ministry
of labour and employment.”

The cap on foreign workers
has been set at five for smaller
organizations and 20 for bigger
ones, the official said on condi-
tion of anonymity. The decision
was taken last week after consul-
tations with the various stake-
holders, he added. Mint has re-
viewed the revised policy.

Indian missions abroad can
grant employment visas to the
extent of 1% of the total em-
ployed at the concerned Indian
firm, up to a maximum of 20. If
1% works out to less than five,
that will be the maximum num-
ber of overseas workers allowed.
These rules only apply to the
employment of overseas nation-
als locally by Indian companies
and not to hires at their foreign
locations.

“If the Indian firm wants to
hire more than 20 foreign na-
tionals, its request will be re-
ferred to the labour ministry in
Delhi,” said another home min-
istry official, adding that the 1%
rule will not apply to the IT and
ITeS sector. “The labour minis-
try will then check and verify
whether such nature of expertise
is available in the country and
take a final call.”
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Nocowsharmedwhile
writing thisstory
BY GOURI SHAH

gouri.s@livemint.com

·························
MUMBAI

The team at advertising
agency McCann Erickson

(India) Pvt. Ltd thought of
many things while creating its
popular ad for Chlormint
chewing gum, but it never im-
agined that the commercial
would be “offensive to cows”.

Yet, in another instance that
highlights a growing trend
where ads run afoul of some
individual, political party, reli-
gious body, or activist group,
the Chlormint ad attracted the
ire of the Amritsar unit of the
Shiv Sena.

The ad shows cows being fed
Chlormint and being milked
for ice cream. Even a disclaim-
er that this was a “symbolic re-
presentation” didn’t seem to
render it immune to the but-
it’s-offensive-to-us problem.

Statutory disclaimers on fi-
nancial products, alcoholic
drinks and tobacco aren’t new;
nor are disclaimers on ads
featuring dangerous stunts
performed by experts (because
some unenlightened person in

TURN TO PAGE 2®

Cowed down: A still from theChlormint chewing gum advertisement.

At odds: (clockwise from top left) finance minister Pranab Mukherjee;
Narendra Modi, M. Karunanidhi and V.S. Achuthanandan, chief
ministers of Gujarat, Tamil Nadu and Kerala, respectively.

Panel topick
successor to
RatanTata
BY SATIS H JOHN

satish.j@livemint.com
·························
MUMBAI

The Tata group on Wednes-
day announced the setting

up of a five-member commit-
tee to decide on a “suitable
successor” for Ratan Tata, the
septuagenarian chairman of
Tata Sons Ltd, the main hold-
ing company for India’s oldest
conglomerate.

The selection committee will
comprise five members, in-
cluding an external member,
who will eventually decide on
a successor t o Tata, d ue t o re-
tire “only” at the end of De-
cember 2012. “The committee
has commenced its work,”
Tata Sons said in a late evening
statement.

The group declined to name
the five members on the com-
mittee.

However, a senior official
from Tata Sons said the com-
mittee will consist of one
member each from the Sir
Dorabji Tata Trust and the Ra-
tan Tata Trust, the two charita-
ble bodies that own a substan-
tial stake in Tata Sons, which
controls the flagship firms
among the $71 billion (Rs3.28
trillion) group of 98 compa-
nies. The other two members
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M onopoly is a 
ter r ib le th ing, t i l l  

you have i t .

RUPERT MURDOCH

is a journalist, and a novelist, 

most recently of ‘Miss Laila, 

Armed And Dangerous’

school not as something esoteric, but as
something that is in line with the merging of
education and “vocational training”.

The liberation from education: The pro-
posed flexibility of college students to leave
college midway, pursue a job and return to
resume education is not only intelligent, but
also one of the most humane ideas India has
tried. Unlike the influential middle class,
most Indians have a bad start to their lives.
Their families and finances are unsteady.
They give up the idea of college or suffer
through a three- or four-year entrapment in
pursuit of a degree. Giving them the freedom
to step out of college when circumstances
demand, and later pick up from where they
left off, will transform millions of lives. 

But what would have been truly coura-
geous of India is—as this column had once
argued—to altogether remove the require-
ment of a degree for non-technical jobs and
all aptitude tests. Millions of young Indians
who do not wish to pursue knowledge are
trapped in meaningless education, wasting
the best years of their lives, purely to obtain
a piece of paper. If the young are gainfully
employed and they receive love for the
actual work they do, instead of pursuing
charlatan degrees, cultural hawks may note,
half of all activism will cease to exist.

science and maths did with their lives. In
reality, a vocation is what a person is best
suited to do, and what one truly wants to do.
The most extraordinary aspect of the new
education policy is the respect it accords var-
ious intelligent activities like carpentry and
plumbing, and their being ushered into the

mainstream.
I am reminded of the bad

luck of some boys I grew up
with. They were great
mechanics but were made
to feel dumb and useless
because they could not
spell “mechanic” in English
or take a “rhombus” seri-
ously. We have lost millions
of childhoods to a poor
analysis of the meaning of
intelligence and education.
By bringing “vocation” into
the mainstream, India has,
at least in theory, taken an

opportunity to liberate itself from the dark
ages of colonial education.

Until now in India, what was considered
formal school education was separate from
what was considered vocational. The new
policy attempts to change that. I see the
introduction of computer coding in primary

physical territory and not people’s minds.
After how many years of being useful to a

society does a foreign language become
native? Maybe Indian cultural figures are
beginning to accept an answer—“around
now”. That’s what I see in the feeble and
ambiguous recommendation to use regional
languages as a medium of
instruction in primary
schools. What is left unsaid
is the inevi tabi l i ty of
English beyond that phase.

The eclipse of English in
early education is actually a
good idea for a majority of
Indian students. In the
l ives of upscale kids,
English is in the air. As a
result, it becomes their
dominant language. But a
majority of Indian children
struggle to pick up English
in the “good” schools
where their ambitious parents put them. As
a result, they struggle to grasp the basics of
all subjects, as we witnessed with “slum chil-
dren” in our own school days. 

India accepts the true meaning of “voca-
tion”: When I was a boy, “vocation” meant
something bleak that students who failed in

career of any professional politician or
bureaucrat. There are evidently some cul-
tural motives in the policy, but they do not
run too deep. The guidelines are a reminder
that the instinct of most humans, including
Indians, is to make their tribe better. 

Here are some reasons why I like the new
education policy:

The vernacular-speaking Indian’s quarrel
with the English language is easing: Among
the significant recommendations of the pol-
icy is that the medium of instruction for pri-
mary school children be their mother
tongue or the regional language where the
school is located. While this is not manda-
tory, it may appear, at first glance, to be an
extension of that tiring war that provincial
politicians and cultural figures wage against
English. But I see this as a truce, and even a
concession of our culture hawks that English
is too useful to be denied to students beyond
their early formative years. 

The suave Westernised Indian has
receded in public life, and the non-English
speaking Indian is rising. Even so, the guard-
ians, champions and beneficiaries of Indian
culture have faced a problem—their cultural
wares, languages especially, have not been
of use to the young. Without being of mate-
rial use, a cultural colonizer will merely get

Why the countr y’s new plan for  education is smart
MANU JOSEPH

We need no 

longer lose 

millions of 

childhoods to 

a poor analysis 

of the meaning

of intelligence
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